
DEXTER DX800C

CAR-MOUNTED SCISSOR LIFT



NEW DX800C car-mounted 
scissor lift

We have developed a completely new 

multipurpose scissor lift. It is also 

possible to install the DX800 on a 

vehicle chassis. For example, a good-

sized platform can be built on the VW 

Crafter's platform in addition to this. 

The lift is equipped with sturdy support 

legs, which help the vehicle to be 

straightened on an inclined surface. The 

use of support legs also removes the 

flexibility of the platform, making the 

use of the lift more pleasant.

The scissor lift is easy and quick to use, 

you just drive the lift to the work site 

and you are ready to work. The movable 

work surface expands the working area 

and enables working over small 

obstacles.

It is possible to get the DX800C 

mounted on various vehicle platforms. 

You can choose direct electric drive, 

battery version or a combination of 

these as the power source of the lift. If 

necessary, the vehicle can also be 

equipped with a separate aggregate.



The DX800C opens up new possibilities for the use of scissor lifts. Thanks to the 

DX800C, the personal lift is always with you, and even small personal lifts can be 

carried out safely. The DX800C can be customized according to the purpose of use 

for di�erent vehicle platforms.

MAX WORKING HEIGHT

7,50 m + chassis

MAX PLATFORM HEIGHT

5,50 m + chassis

WORKING WIDTH

2,26 m

MAX LOAD

215 kg

PLATFORM SIZE (l x w x h)

2,20 m x 1,00 m x 1,10 m

PLATFORM CONTROL

electric control

MACHINE LENGTH

According to the chassis

MACHINE WIDTH

2,26 m

MACHINE HEIGHT

1,74 m + chassis

MACHINE WEIGHT

ca. 950 kg  + chassis

STANDARD POWER SOURCE

230 V / 50 Hz / 1,9 kW

DX800C

OUTREACH

0,85 m on both sides
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